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-ENVIRONMPITAL-EARTH ficuricz

Invironmental Earth Science" is a new course developed at The University
of lexas at Austin bY.the \Department of GeolOgical Sciences and the Science
Education Center, It is offered at The University of Texas at Austin as

/ Geology 361K and has been trie4 out during the spring semesters of 1972; 1973,
1974, and 1975. Revisions have been made as necessary after each tryout. The
project within which the course has been developed has been supported by the
National Science Foundation.

The course tncludes,Xectures, discuision sessions, and individualized

1

Learning Carrel L'ssOns.' Extensive use has been made of multi-media tephnology
in the presentati n of the course. Learning Carrels for individualized instruc-
tion have been es ecially designed for this progl.am. The lectures introduce
specific topics, suggest problems.or questions', and provide background infor-
mation. The discussionnsession% provide the student an opportunity to ask
questions and clarify ideas. The discussion sessions also provide input and
feedback to the instructor.

The Learning Carrel Lessons have been-written by tacuitr and graduate stu-
dents in the geological sciences and in science education. iters and resource
contributors include Dr. Robert Boyer, Dr. Rolland Bartholomew, Dr. Keith Young,
Dr. Samuel Ellison, Dr. James Underwood, Dr. David Butts, Dr.' Addison Lee,
David Keller, Melanie Lewis, Wayne Schade, Ann Lee, and William McLoda. Tech-
nicians involved in production of scripts, sound, and photogkaphy were Stan
Prescott4,bee West, Charles Geffen, and William McLoda. Artists were Jesus
Rivas, Alice Canestaro, Aly Knox, and Javier Flores.

Each LearnineCarrel Lesson consists of a set of 2 x 2 slides, an audio'
cas ette tape, a stupy guide, a script, and other materials necessary to the
less n. The'study guide and script are in this booklet. Students may set their
own time schedule within an.announced period yhen slides and tapes are made
available.

The student should note the list of Learning Carrel Lesson topics to place
in propericgmtent the lesson in this booklet, and then read carefully the in-
troduction, rationale, prerequisites, and lesson objectives in thb study guide'.
The student should follow the instructions in the study guide for the entire
lesson. 'In some instinces, these instructions are also reOtate on the audio

'dassette tape. The slides and tapes have been synchronized to automatically0LJ
-advance the slides appropriate to the audiotape.. However, there is a tone
(signal given beforeuthe change of each slide so that the lesson can be used
'outside of the,carrel if automatic facilities are not avallnble. When the
atildent is ready to start the less., the -"on" switch should, be pushed. If

the slides and tape are operated uyually, both will need to be turned "on."
The first elide is always -a titleLslide or a blank solid colored slide. If

f
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athe slides and tape are manu /y operated, this title or blank slide should
be on view before the tape is started. For autoinatic operation, the slides
and tapes will be set up' by the Instructor or Proctor l!efore the"lesson and
between each use. It is most important to start each lesson according to
these instructions in order to provide synchronization of the slides arid tape .

Remember that slides placed in the tray to be used with a rev view screen
are reversed from those to be used with a front view sereen.

8 ,

The student will be instructed by the study guide and/or the tape to-
stop at various plaCts to carry out certain activities. Usually the smdig-
tape will say, "Please stop the tape now and,restart only when you have
finished this exercise." Therefore, the-Student should.wait a few seconds
to finish hearim the instruction after the word "Stop." Mowever, ope should .

not wait long eagughfor the tone signal.or automatic change to the next slide,
This signal should be heard after you restart the tape. If'the lesson is
moving too rapidly, the student may stop the tape and slides at any time to
consult the study guide or script, but it is NOT POSSIBLE to beat up and
re-examine a given slide without completing the entire dycle of the lesson.

, It is particularly important for the student to carry out the instructions
nor activities given in the study guide. In order the a recOrd may be main-
tained of these actfvities, each stUdent should pick up a copy of the STUDENT
RESPONSE SHEET which.include questions to be answered and the other aetivities
requiring responses. These should be completed and turned in to the instructor
as required for grading, feedback for the instructor, and to provide a basis
for student interaction in the discussion group.

/-
Each Learning Cap.el Lesson is independent within the context of the course.

Some of them provide direct informationalon a given topic, but in an individualized
mode requiring some activities and thought on the part of the student. Others
place the student in a role-playing situation where some ttosition must be taken
on provocative questions or issues. Others deal primarily with applications of
environmental.information. In all the lessons', the student is expected to receive
basic information that is coordinated with trre lectures, tile small group dis-
cussions, and the readings.

4
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ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENcE

LEARNING CARREL LESSONS

Section I: Man's Effect on Nature

I

Lesson 6.1: Population
Lesson 6.2: Land Use
Lesson 6.3: Urban Cris'is (Field Trip)

Section II: Eneri'y

plpsson 6.4: Energy
Lesson 6.5:. Energy Resources
Lesson 6.6: Future Projections

Section III: Processes Through Time

Lesson 6.7: Geologic Time
Lesson 6.8: Long Term Events
Lesson 6.9: Short Term Events

Section IV: Natural lesources

Lesson 6.10: Minerals
Lesson 6.11: ConTlicts of Interest

1110111110OLesson 6.12: Soils
Lesson 6.13: Water

Section V: Oceanbgraphy

Lesson 6.14: Ocean Resources
Lesson 6.15: Pollution of the Oceans'
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TO THE STUDENT:

This booklet'contains two sections: (1) the Student Study Guide /`

for this lessoh, and (2) the Script, or printed copy of the discussion rec-
orded on the audio cassette tape.

You are expected to begin with the printedinstructions in the
Study Guide and follow them continuously as_you study the lesson. In many
instances the same or sithilar instructions may also be heard on the audio
cassette tape. Refer to the script only if you need to refrestryour memory
as to something that was said. The script is provided because you cannot
back up the tape if you need to review something already said on the tape.

Specific instructions will be given in the Study Guide as to when
to start and stop the tape. Do not restart-the tape until instructed to'do

Study Guide.

Questions requiring written answers should be completed on the
STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS provided by the Instructor.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Read the Intr,odulon, Rationale, and Objectives for this
.lesson that follows. If you have questions, check with the Instractor or

ftProCtor.

INTRODUCTIbN:

This lesson is designed to focus yoUr attention On he need for
good soil conservation practices. The lesson begins by showing that mants
food and our soil can be closely related. After establishing this point, .

the program succinctly deVelops several basic concepts about soils. The
introduction of a time scale for soil forma4on and the implication that man
can rapidly destroy the soil forms a transition'for the ideas related to
iood soil conservation practices.

The program ends with four examples of good soil conservati4qa.
practices. You are asked to relate these farming scenes to ideas previously
developed in the program.

a.

tJ
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RATIONALE: 0

The value of our soil haAllong been overlooked by most people.
Sevelial reasons seem to contribute,.to this oversight. First, most ct us
are urban people and seldom obtain our food in any other way than buyjmg
it at' the grocery store. Second, we always have enough food whenever we
want it and therefore don't worry or think about the source of our food.
.Third, we don't fully appreciate the soil because we have never been faced
directly with the consequences of poor soil conserjation practices.. It's
the age-old idea -- you don't know what you are mrssing until you-are with-
out it; However, because'bur urban envIronment prevents us from having a
first-hand experience with soils shpuld not keep us from recognizing,and
appreciating this wonderful and absolutely eseehtial natural esource.,,,,,___

mg:With care, soils can be a renewable resource for all time.

OBJECTIVES OF THI6 LESSON:,

Upon completion of this lesson you Shoutd.be able to:

1:-/descibe 4 good soil conservation practices

2. explain how plant material is'returned to the soil

\\ 3. list 12 of the chnical elements thlt are essential
for plant growth

I. apply the textural triangle and classify a soii-on
the basis of given compositions

cite aq original example of .06 food web and its
relationship to the soil

6. describe a hypothetical soil profile

11101111140 INSTRUCTIONS:

2: Start te audio cassette tape and slides. (For manually operated
slide'caspusels, be Buie the slide on the screen is the title slide or the blank
colored slide in &lot Amber one. Otherwise, the slides and.tape will not be
synchronized.) Listen to the tape end view the slides until reference is made
to'Frame 11and c9u are told to btop the tape. Then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES dhd
answer thecquestlo iniFreme 1 on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

8
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In the spaces provided on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET, irrite the names of the
16 chemical elements essential for plant irowth.

1110111111,INSTRUCTIONS:
woo,

3. Restart the audio cassette tape.. Listen-to the.tape and view.the
slides until reference is made to Frade 2, then STORTHE TAPE AND SLIDES and
answer the question in Frame 2 on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

(Frame 2

Write the-d#finition of soil Shown on the slide.

111111k

INSTRUCTIONS:

4 Rest:mkt the audio cassett*Ntape. Listen to the tape and view
the slides until reference is made to,Frafte 3, then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES.
Answer the question in Frame 3 on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

4
Frame 3

What is the textural name ot soil.that contains. 20% play, 40% sand, and 40%

1110111.140 INSTRUCTIONS:

5. Restart the audio ca4sette tcipe. Listen to the tape and view
the slides until you are told to go to-the table and observe soil samplbs, and
to stqp the tape. Then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES and study the textbral triangle.

INSTRUCTIONS:

6. Restart the audio cassette tape.
the slifts until yoiu are told to stop the tape,
some mull taken from a compost pile. Then sTop
the mull on the table.

11101111110INSTRUCTIONS:
-

7. Restart the audio cassette tape.
the slides until reference is made to the soil
.fellowing page. Then STOP THE TAPE AND slaw
'all principal horizons.

Listen, to the tape and view
go to the table, and observe
THE TAPE AND SLIDES and study

Listen to the tape and view n

profile as illustrated on the
and study the soil profile and

111



HYPOTHETICAL SOIL PROFILE AND ALL PRINCIPAL HORIZONS .

'THE SOLUM

The genetic\soil developed
by soil-forming processes.

4

inerizons are incorporated
l":41 Plow layer (Alp) when culti-

vated.

Horizons of maximum biological
activity and luviation.

I.

Horizons of maximum illuviation
and blocky structure development.

Fresh and partially decayed vegetative matter

Decomposed plant and animal residueshumus

Dark-colored surface mineral horizon with incorporated
organic matter

light-colored subsurface horizon which has hod clay, iron,
and organic matter removed (eluviated)

Transitional to -but more Ilk. A

Tiansitional to A but more like B

Subsoil or horizon of maximum clay and iron accumulation

k indicated a fragipan which is a compact, brittle horizon
occurring 'in some soils and is nearly impervious to water
and roots

Transitional to. C but more like B

Unconsttidated.mineyal horizon Which may be weathered -
but ltpd been only slightly influenced by soil-forming
morasses.

Consolidated bedrock



Franie TI

INSTRUdTIONS:

ee,
8. Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape and view

the slides until reference is made to Frame 4, then OTOP.THE TAPE AND SLIDES.
Answer the question in Frame Iton your_STUDERt_ RESPONSE SHEZT,

.

-5

Frame 14iiii6

As s' n the slide of an Asian country, why hasn't the soil.worn out?

,

INSTRUCTIONS:
I .

t

9. Restart the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape and view
the slides until reference. ft made to Frame 5. Then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES.
Answer the,questioa in Frame 5 on your STUDENT RESPONSE SAEET.

Frame yr
lehr.

What happens to the food' wekif the soil is destroyed?

11101111011'.INSTRUCTIONS:

10. Restart the audio cassette take. Listen to.the tape 'and-view
the sades until reference is made to Frame 6. Then STOP THE TAPE AND sLIvs.
Answer the questions in Frame .0 on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

i Frame 6

What has this farmer been doing to his land?

What does this practice prevent from happening?

INSTRUCTIONS:

11. Restart the .audio cassette tape. Listen to the,tape and view
the slides untir reference is made to Frame 7. Then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES.
AnsweP typh4.questions in Frame. 7 on your STUDENT RESPONSE SUET.

04,t'

What'i's this farmer doingsto his land?

What does.this practice have to do with soil conserVation?

1 2
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111011111101k,INSTRUCTIONS:

12. Restart the iudio Sasegette tau.
the slides until reference is made to Frame 8.

. Answer the questions in Frame 8 on your STUDENT

iWaiW1 a

Listen to the tape and view..
Then STMP THE TAPE AND SLIDES.
RESPONSE. SAET.

What is this city farmer doing?

What does thiti_practice have to do with soT1 conservation?

1.

.11101111140 INSTRUCTIONS:

111

13. Rastak the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape and view
the slidee until referefice is made to Frame 9. ellen 6TOP THE TAPE AND'SLIDES.

,Answer tht questions in_Frame 9 oil your STUDENt RESPONSE SHEET.

"

I Frame
1

,
.What is Ois farmer doing to 'the land?

tWhat does this practice have to do with soil 'conservation?

11101111110 INSTRUCTIONS: -

'4 14. 'Restart thejudio cassette tape. Lieten to thre tape and view'
the slides until the end of this lesson. Then' 'STOP THE TAPE AND sums.

,

I.

4



PRAME 2 I

[FRAME Is I

4f,

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN STUDY GUIDE

[FRAME tf.1 Anavers

In the spaces providbd on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET, write the names of
the 16 chemical elements essential for plant grbwth.

-

B Boron Fe Iron Mo Molybdenum

C Carbon H Hydrogen N, Nitrogen

Ca .Calcium K Potassium 0 OxYgen

gl Chlorine Mg Magnesium P Phosphorus

Cu Copper Mn Manganese S Sulfur

Zn Zinc

Answers

Write the definition of soil shown on the slide.

Soil is the layer on the surface of the earth formed by the
interaction'among the rocks of the earth's crust, sunlight,
the atmosphere,,and living organisms.

FRAME 3 Answers

What is the textural name of soil that contains 20% .clay, 40% sand, and 40%
silt?

Loam.

Answers
t .

-As shown on the slide of an Asian country, why hasn't the'soil worn out?
4 -

The Asian farmers return the.essential plaht nutrients to the
soiltand the farmers have. prevented the erosion of the soil by
terracing.

4



FitAME 5 I

a

Answers .

What happens to the food web if the soil is.destrbyed?

The food web is destroyed.

FFRAMETi Answers

What has this farmer b doing t.o his land?

Contour plowing.

What does this practice prevent from happening?

Contour plowing prevents erosion and helps retain runoff water,
thus making it.avaiiable for plant growth.

FRAME j Answers

What is this larmer doing to his land?

Fertilizing the sbil.

,What does this practice have to do with soil Conservation?

This Practice adds plant nutrients -Co the soil.

I FRAME 8

. What is this city farmer doing?

Making a compost pile.

What does this practice have to do with soil

The addition of the compost material to
plant nutrients and living organisms to
simultaneously improves the texture and
'soil.

?SAM _9 'Answers
N

What 'is this farmer,doing.to the land?

Tilling the lend in strips:-

consevation?

the soil s9Rlies
the soil and.
structure of the

-What does this practice have to dd with soil conservatiOn?

.This practice maintains the soil's texture and structure.

13
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GLOSSARY

4

S.

9

leachini5: the weathering process that is happening when solid eartfi materials
are taken into solution.

[

mull: the ehd product formed when plant material,is decomposed by living
organisms in the soil.

soil: 'the layer on the surface of the earth formed by the inkract< among the
rocks of the earth's crust, sunlight, the atmosphere, and living
organisms.

soil horizon: a distinctive layer of earth materials th develops within the
soil profile.

sokl-profile: a series of horizons comprising the vertical sequence of a soil.

weatherinE: the geological process that breaksWp the earth's materials in
sites) by physical and chemical reactions.
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SCRIPT FOR LEARNING CARREL LESSON

6.12

SOILS
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES .

A Cooperative Project of the Departwnt of
Geological Sciences culd the Science Education
Center.

. THE UNIVERSITY OF XAS AT AUSTIN
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Title slide

2

r
IBoy eating
corn

"SOILS" Lparning Carrel Lesson 6.12

A

Yesterday at lunch a mother was heard to remark to her son,
"Don't eat that corn, there's soil in ,What do you
think he did?

---i

0 [Beautiful

1-fo0d

dishe

a

Well, he didn't do what you think. .Instead he said,
know it, Mother. All food has soil in it." What

did he mean by that remark?

t...

141
Min biting into'
a hamburger'

He meant that whenever you eat food, you are consuming
a "bit",of soil because 13 elements essential for plant
growth are found in the soil.



5

LZe, Ca, p, K,

So Mn, B, Cu,
n, Mo, Cl, N

F

Here you see the symbols of the chemical elements foun in

soils that are essential for plant growth. Three addit nal
elements essential for vowth are carbon, oxygen, and drogen.

Stop the tape and write down the names of these 16 chemical
elements in Frame 1 of your Study Guide. Stop the tape now.

6

Where do the
plants obtain
the elements
used in plant
growth?LJT

Think about the role soil plays in plant growth. Soil is

the interface between non-living,materials (the solid, liquid,
'and gaseous materials in ihe earth's crust) and the living
materials found in plants. Plants art: able to extract 13
of the elements-listed in Frame 1 from the soil. The three
elements, C, 0, and H also -needed by plants are obtained from
carbon dioxide and water.

--Diagram
from Scientific
American, 1950,
V. 183, No. 1,
p. 157

i 1

This-slide merits clrefUl study because it summarizes many
of the reactions thAt thke place between plants, earth materials,'
and living organisms. The captiodr for this slide points out
that physical and biological processes participate in:the life.
of the soil. In the biolOgical processes, plants remove
water and various nutrients from the soil end combine them'
with .carbon from the air. The various plant structures.
,eventually return-to the soil and decompose, thus releasing
'nuirients for a new cyble of plant. growth.

Imagine what happens if this cycle is interrupted by

destruction of the soil interface. Poor plant growth results_
in poor fOod for animals and humans, andAteriona-problems for
mankinsl. That's what this prOgram is 'all about -- the need
for preeervati,9n of our soil.



Soil is
9 tthe layer

on the
surface of the
earth formed by
the interaction
among the roicke-
_the eartlit.
krust,

su light, ii-i-e atmo-

sphere, and living
-sargaillama.

10j

'From Maryland
Soils book,
lp. 3, Fig.li

1 -

3

Here you see a definition of soil. Write the
definition in your Sydy Guide in Frame 2. Stop

, the tape.now.

Another way of describing soil is seen 4n this slide.
This is a schematic representation of 'the solid, liquid,
and gaseous composition of the soil.

- 11 i

Textural Tri-
angle

Soils can also be
characteristics,
40% sand,,and
Write your answer

11- MO.

described on. the badis.of their textural
For 'example, if a soil contains 20% clay
silt, what is the soil's texture class?
in Frame 3. Stop the tape now.

-t
Sc

If your answer was.loam, you are correct. To see and feel
some soil tixtures first-hand, go to the table and observe
the soil saMples. Feel and even taste minute quantities of
theie Samples as you look at them. Also, this is a good time
to have the Proctor explaidthe textural triangle if you
didn't get the "Correct andwer in Frame 3. Stop the tape now.

'26
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Welcome Back

f

14

Now, we'll take a look at some of the organiSms that
make their home in the soil. We can't show all of the
organisms, but a few will suffice.

0

Vere's a wood louse -- you call it a ow bug.

15

Nematode

4111

A predatory nematode.

16..1

Casilliid beetle A small carabta beetle;

'r
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,II.
io 1

Mites, Scor-
tpionsk Sp ders,.
Earwigs, ar-
vae

An earthworm.

Sb

5

'
1

*1

121

1110-

IFallen leaf

20

RoIes'in leavAs

There are hundreds of other organiSms. Remember, each
organism otwitributes to the making of soil -- a substande
that will eSpport plant growth. If man interferes with
the work of these organisms,,soil f,ertility will decrease.

'Plants themselves help in making ,soil. The next series of
pictures shows that haPpens to a fallen leaf. The end
product, called "mull," is the result of interiction-
between the leaf and living organisms.

This slideeshows A le being destroyed by organisms,.



11.
Break-up of a

4taf

6

ofl

The leaf is acted on by.smaller and smaller organism --
such an bacteria -- at this stage.

t.

The end product -- mull -- is primarily modified by move-
ments of soil animalarthrough the material making open
spaces. On the table you Will fihd same mull taken from'
a compost pile. Look it over. Stqlp the tape now.

Soil Profile Ohat is-the role of weathering
Geologists talk about the soil
profile on this slide. Notice

clfr

in the formatiOn of soil?
profile and you see a soil
the different coloretilayers,

1

'Soil Profile
(shovel ia
foreground)

c,

yr.

A soil talofile develops becaUse the weathering processes --
physical and chemical interactions and leaching -- break up
the soil particle? 'and redistribute the material in layers.
These layers are called horizons.

23

1.



Soil Profile

t a,
On this slide you see a hypothetiCal soil profile. This very
complAated looking picture is really not that difficult. The
0 hortion9contains undecompoped and partially decomposed plant,
remains. The 0 horizon is, near the top of the picture. The
A gbrizon immediately below contains minerals from the 0 horizon
and varying amounts of organic matter. The B horizon (subtoil)
contains components washed down from the A,horizon. The C horizon
contains weathered parent (bedrock) material. T1e R horizon
represents the solid unweathered parent materi You will find
a copy of this picture on page 4 in the Stu*. G4tde. Look at
it carefully. Stop the tape now.

Mature Soil '

Profile
Soils with well-developed horizons are called mature soils.

27i

mmature Soil
Soils without well-developed horizons are called immature
soils. Notice the sedimentary layers near the bottom of
the slide.

I -

BJ.
Book titled,
rield.Guide on
Soils

//

The book shown on this slide has a wealth of information
about soils. It contains several suggestions for the
field reUdy of soils.. You may check it out from the
Proctor and try out some of their activities near your

4thome over the weekend.

2 4
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Man scratching
his head

e

You are probably 'scratching your head wondering how all
this relates to our environmental studies course. We'll
start to 'explain this by'adding a time scale for Ae
development of soils.

It all depends!!
Hoy long does it take for..s soil profile to develop? Mature
.soils in some places require:hundreds of years under the best
conditions. However, soil development in'some places, like
ash falls in Hawaii, h ppen rapidly.

Hawaiian plant=
growth

Within ten years or less Iuguriant growth rike this can develop
on ash falls in Hawaii. However, iavit flows in the same Climate
develop soils very, very slowly. So yqu see,, "it all.depends.".
We know soil can be destroyed in a veal( short tiMe, and it
is the destruction'of soil that man must prevent.,

,

Our environmental stomy concerns what ha
soil both coreectly andsinnorrectly.

ens When man'uses
,

.t,

f
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f

1._._

. .

Japanese.
fields

9

Here's a picture in an Asian-country showing how man
farms the land to raise plants-for fooa. How long do
'you think this soil has been producing plant growth for
food?

V

Ore.

31j

r
3,00Q.J4 ,00o

-years

If you guessed this length of time, yoer6oretty good.
In many parts of Asii, the people have been tilling the. .

same soil for generations. For some reasonit hatn't seeted
to wear out -- how come? Write'your answer in Frame 4.
.Stop the tape now.

Picture thowtng
te?tiliziOg
operation.

A

You're right -- the farmers have returned to the'soil the
plant nutrienti that we mentioned earlier,,and tHe Asian farmers
prevented the erosion of the soil by terracing. Clearly, this'
shows that some' soils are a renewable natural resource. .

S.

.

Here's a picture n-in another part of the world. Apparently
this farMer.forgot o do something hat,the Asian farmer
remembered, zróviding careful.and oving ittention for the soil: .
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Ecology of a
balance of%soil

at

Let's see
.:there are.

what thefarmer in America4torgot to do because
other characteristics of soil that affects its
besides,the replacement of plant nutrients.

,

Soil fertility is influenced by the Elell's texture, structure,
and its living components. Anything'that man does to change
the fertility of the soil effects his life style -- he eats well
and remains in the same area, or he may st'arve, or he may have
to move.to another area. We'll return to these ideas in a
moment.

39

piotic
Pyramid First study this slide tarefu4y. .This is a si6eCial case --

the grassland food veb. What' happens to the food web if the
soil is destroyed? Write your answer in Frame 5. Stop ther
tape now.

t

Hunger shot of
children

a

'JO

You're right --\the food web can no longer exist. Man, whose .

life depends on 'this food web, is in serious trOple., Let's
'return to'our discussion of ...

A.-4"

`. 27
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Soil fertility

2 I

142 1"------1
r.

1Constant turn-over of nutrient

4

'Under natural undisturbed conditions, there is a constant
turnover of nutrients in the soil. With the advent of
civilization, man began to interfere in the turnover process.
Less nutrients were returned to the soil and erosion of some
soils increased. 1 ,

Where, has all
the soil gone?

'Also, overgrazing and removal of plant growth change the
texture, structure, and living organisms found in the'soil..
The food web is brokerk or inhibited.

aMtyt ,11.*M.W.OMMII.........111=111.0. .....

Some of you are'probab4 thinking that climatid change is
a major factor affecting soil fertility. Climates do change
through time. However, one of the major factors in regional
climatic.change iS the change that takes:plaoermhen-mma,. .

t removs the plant growth, by agy of several means, to expose
the 'soil.

2 8 4

e
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Dust Bowl shot .

12

z

For exaMple,'in the 1930's this VAS a common sight in
Colorado, Kansas,,Oklahoma, and West Texas. This
condition hasn't been solved even today. W 1 you see
a scene like this in your lifetime!

I.

r-

Soil
Conservation

5

Thiji, leads us directly into ?le final point'of this lesson --
what are some examples of good soil conservation practices?
You will be shown foUr different farming scenes.. After
studying each scene, you are to write down the farming
practice that is being carried on in the sp ce provided in
,the Stuay Guide. \

Contour plow-
ing shot

(

What has:this farmer been doing to his land? What does this
practice prevent from happening? Write your answers in
Frame 6. Stop the tape now.

48

ontour plowing
d terracing

o prevent
rosidft

Is this the answer you wrote down?

r
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Fertilizing
sketch

13

What is this farmer (fang to his land? What does this
practice have to'do with soil conservation! Write your
answer in Frame 7. Stop the tape now.

r11.

IRetUrning
nutrients
the soil

plant
to

. Is this the answer you wrote down?

What is this city farmer doing? What does tbis practice have
to do with soil conservation? Write your answers in Frame 8..
Stop .the tape now.

,14

.Is this the answer you Wrote down? Composting is a wsy of
yeturning both plant nutrients and living organisms to the._
soil-to improve ioil fertility.

A'

Q



Diagram of
tilled strips to

undisturbed soil
between strip84

What is this farmer doing to the land? What does this
picture have to do with soil cOnservationt Write your ,

answers in Frame 9. Stdi the tape now.

.* r- - Es .-- +Er -re. a.

54f
/. _JrTilli

Ithe landI:

n

strips to ain -

tai the soil's

r-

!structure, tex7
lture, 81 reten
L--ition of jr--

xatakr

Is this the answer you w;ote down? Ilather than disturbing the
whple field, the farmer only tills the land incstrips where
the plants will grow. This yrActice helps maintain the soil's
structurerstexture, and ret4ntion of water as much as possible.
The fardier also rotates his plants from year to year.

55

Let's review Before ending this program on soils, we should revie;r some
of the important points.

Fertilising
scene

First, most
we resupply

soils represent a renewable resource provided that
the soil with minerals essential to plant growth.
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We do dot destroy .tfle soil organisms.
Ant bed

15.

r!'_f

Immature soil We do not destroy the soil texture.

t,

59,?,

Picture of
erosion

%.4

We protect the soil from erosion.

60

/Widow being
sprayed

g-1.

We do not pollute the soil with herbicides-oi

32
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Vegetable and
fruit counter
in store

1
4.4

40'

16

Our survivai depends upon obtaining food grown in the soil.

A

(
Jr.

Beautiful
countryside
scene

Fertile soil -- one of man's most precious resourbes --
is dependent upon man's interactions with nature.'

40,

63

Another country*
side shot

We hope you'will want to learn more about good soil
conservation practices. One way to do this is to
check out the Field Guide to Soils from the.proctor.
Another way is to look for good soil conservation
practices in the area in which you live. We hope
you find many examples of good soil conservation.

..1114Nre.=1/1.......+.1000.,

The Ena of this
Leeson
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i:LESSON 6.12: SOILS

.STUDENT RESPONSESHEETS

6

S.
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Nene

Date

LESSON 6.12: SOILS

STUDENT RESPON6E SHET

[ Frame 1 I In the &paces 'pro ided on your Student Response Sheet, wTite the names,
of 16 chemical elements ess tial for plant growth.

I Frame 2 I

4

Write the definitiori of soil shown on the slide. ,

!Frame 3 I .What is the textural nameof soil that jzn1aina 20%
and 40% silt?

I fralle 14 I

I Frame 1

0

ay, 40% sand, 44

As shown on the slide of an Asian country, why hain't the soil worn out?

What happens to thefood-web if the soil is destroyed? ,



Frame 6- 1

Frame 8 1

c

Name

Date

(
e

LES N O6..12: SOILS

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

' What has thi.s farmer been doing to his land?

What does this practice prevent 6om happening?

What is this farmer doing to his land?

What does this practice have to do with soil conservation?

What is this city farmer doing?

What does this practice have to:do with soil conservation?.

1 Frame I
./

What is 'this farmer doing to he land?

.111it does tide practice have to do with soil conservation?.A


